Variable Control Suprapatellar
Preparatory Socket
™
(VCSPS )

Moving beyond tradi onal prosthe c limita ons, the biomechanically-engineered VCSPS™ and the
Universal Frame Outer Socket (UFOS™) create new possibili es for pa ents about to be ﬁ'ed with a lowerextremity prosthesis for the ﬁrst me. The VCSPS™ is used when unlimited knee motion is desired.
This one-piece preparatory socket allows free knee ﬂexion, oﬀers a distal AP closure strap,
con nues control of distal ssue and maintains the internal sensory feedback the pa ent has become
accustomed to. When ﬁ'ed into the UFOS™, it provides each pa ent with opportunity for preparatory
independent ambula on.
The smooth outer shell allows the pa ent to use the
socket as a protec ve device in bed, or while using alterna ve
ambulatory assistance, without causing a fric on or abrasive
injury to the surgical incision. The easy and wide opening
clamshell design allows the residuum to be gently placed in
the socket or removed without stress to bulbous ssue. The
ﬁrm outer socket design also prevents wound depriva on
caused by impact injuries. Anatomic cutouts, on the medial
and lateral sides of each VCSPS™, allow the socket to be ﬁ'ed
to the contours of each residuum. Adjustable Velcro® brandcompa ble neoprene bands, and straps provide gentle
management and control of ﬂuids during rehabilita on.
Sizes
will
ﬁt
distal
bial
circumference
measurements of 11” to 25”, and are available in
7” and 9” lengths. We oﬀer Prosthe sts 16
pre-fabricated preparatory trans- bial VCSPS™
sockets overnight, to ﬁt most trans- bial amputees. Sockets include all straps, bands and foam
distal end pads.
Custom sockets can also be fabricated from
your measurements. Orders received in our lab
before noon Eastern Time will be shipped the
same day, making the beneﬁts of the VCSPS™
available to most trans- bial amputees.
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